Passport Companion – iPhone App

How to Add a Park to “Parks to Visit”

1. Using the home display, tap on “Find by Name”, “Find by Region”, or “Find by State” to find the park you would like to visit. Tap on the park in the list of parks to see the “Park Details”.

2. Once you see the display of the Park Details, tap on the grayed out hiker in the upper right corner.

3. Tap on OK.
4. Now you will see that the hiker in the upper right is blue instead of grayed out. Tap to go back to the List, and then tap to return to the Home display.

5. Back on the Home display you see there is 1 Park to Visit. Tap on “Parks to Visit” to see your park was added.
How to Delete a Park from “Parks to Visit”

You may decide you do not have the time to visit a park, and you want to remove it from your list of “Parks to Visit”.

1. On the “Home” display, tap on “Parks to Visit”.

2. Tap on Edit.
3. Tap on the one you wish to delete to select it, then tap on Delete. Once it is deleted, tap on Done.

4. Tap on Home. Once back on the Home display, you will see the number of Parks to Visit has changed.